FlashCap™ is a Counter Flashing
System for Plumbing Vent Pipe
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FlashCap

No hose clamp
or messy
caulking required

• Completely Eliminating the Possibility of Water Intrusion
• Completely Protecting the Penetration from UV Rays

Step 1:
Place FlashCo’s
plumbing flashing
over penetration.

Step 2:
Place FlashCo’s
counter flashing
over flashing and
into vent pipe.

BUR: L-Series.
No fastening
required.
Single-Ply:
SP-Series.
Heat weld
base to roof.
BUR: No further
step necessary.
Single-Ply:
Recommend spot
heat welding
between flashing and
counter flashing.

FlashCap™ maximizes vent capacity while allowing for expansion & contraction.
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FlashCap ™ SAVES TIME ON THE JOB

FlashCo® Manufacturing, Inc.

FlashCap™

FlashCap™ for Built Up
Roofing (BUR) Systems

FlashCap™ for Single-Ply
Roofing (SPR) Systems

L-Series 4# Lead Flashing w/Cap

SP-Series Single-Ply Flashing w/Cap

The L-Series all-lead flashing provides a
watertight seal completely protecting the
penetration. Designed with waterproofing in
mind the base wraps up into the riser making it
nearly impossible for water to intrude.
Installation time is minimal,
Joint Design
as lead does not need to
L-Series
be fastened to the
insulation or roof deck.
The cylindrical riser is the
same shape as the
penetration so the riser
does not need to be
reinforced. The flashing
riser is supported by the
plumbing pipe.

The SP-Series single-ply flashing provides a
watertight seal completely protecting the
penetration. Designed with
waterproofing in mind the
base wraps up into the
riser making it nearly
impossible for water to
intrude. Installation time is
minimal because only the
base needs to be heat
welded to the deck. The
cylindrical riser is the same
Universal Boot
shape as the penetration
supported by the penetration. The flashing does not
need to be cut down to fit the penetration. When
utilizing FlashCap™ the seal is complete.

SP-Series Flashings/Counter Flashing
L-Series Flashings/Counter Flashing
Product Code
L225/LC225
L275/LC275
L375/LC375
L475/LC475

Product Code

Vent Pipe Size
11/2”
2”
3”
4”

Standard Flashing: 4# Lead, 6” skirt and 12” riser.
Items sold separately.

SP-P225/SP-CF225
SP-P275/SP-CF275
SP-P375/SP-CF375
SP-P475/SP-CF475

Vent Pipe Size
11/2”
2”
3”
4”

Specify (-). T = TPO; P =PVC. Specify Color. Standard
Flashing: 060” Single Ply, 4” skirt, 12” riser. Items sold
separately.

Counter Flashing (Cap) for Vent Pipe
FlashCap™ is a system combining the flashing and
counter flashing completely sealing the penetration.
The counter flashing (cap) is constructed with the same
material as the flashing and is installed in less than a
minute saving the roofing contractor substantial time.
There is no need to fold the lead down into the pipe or
hose clamp and caulk in the case of the single-ply
application.

New and
Improved
FlashCap™
System

The counter flashing joins the vent pipe and flashing
together without compromising the integrity of the
flashing. Venting capacity is maximized while the pipe
and or flashing are allowed to expand and contract. The
counter flashing is placed on top of the flashing and fits
snugly within the pipe and over the flashing.
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FlashCap™ - A BETTER SYSTEM AND IT SAVES TIME

